Investment Manager – Energy Access in Haiti
Bamboo Capital Partners is an impact investment firm making investments that matter. Experts in
energy access, financial services and agribusinesses, Bamboo has offices in Luxembourg, Geneva,
Bogota, Nairobi and Singapore. Since Bamboo launched in 2007 it has proved that private capital can
be profitably deployed as a tool for effective change. To date Bamboo has raised close to US$400
million from private and public investors and invested in a portfolio of companies in over 30 countries.
In 2018, Bamboo has been selected as the international fund manager for the Off-Grid Electricity Fund
(OGEF) in Haiti. OGEF is a US$17 million energy access fund set up by the Government of Haiti, with
funding and support from The World Bank, and co-managed by Bamboo and Fonds de Développement
Industriel (FDI), a Haitian Development Finance Institution. OGEF will invest debt and equity in
companies that provide renewable energy access solutions to people in Haiti, ranging from mini grids to
pay-as-you-go solar products.
More than 70% of Haiti’s population still lacks access to electricity. OGEF was launched to help solving
this problem by investing in commercially viable companies that can provide Haitian households with
clean, reliable and decentralized sources of energy and leapfrog the need for costly infrastructure in the
process. OGEF’s objective is to help electrify 200,000 households and SMEs by 2028.

Bamboo is currently looking for a Senior Investment Manager fully dedicated to OGEF joining our
small team of highly qualified and dedicated professionals as soon as possible. The Senior Investment
Manager will be based either in Haiti or at Bamboo’s office in Bogota, Colombia, with frequent travels to
Haiti (30% of the time).
The Senior Investment Manager will closely work with FDI and be embedded in Bamboo’s global
energy access team working for OGEF.
As part of his/her responsibilities, the Investment Manager will:
- source, screen and appraise investment opportunities;
- perform in-depth analysis of identified companies and projects (financial, business, strategic,
and related socio-economic impacts)
- work as part of a small team to develop and prepare investment decisions based on detailed
qualitative and quantitative analysis and prepare written investment recommendations for
OGEF’s Risk and Investment Committees;
- help drafting transaction documents;
- lead negotiations up to closing;
- serve on the board of portfolio companies and monitor investments during their entire holding
period;
- follow-up and monitor investments until repayments/exits;
- represent OGEF and defend its interests in front of local and international authorities and
institutions, and assure its promotion and positioning as defined in the Fund’s documentation;
- build and maintain strong and productive relationships with clients, co-investors and partners;
- support the development of the Haitian energy access sector and help attracting international
companies and investors, including from the Haitian diaspora, to do business and invest in
Haiti.

Candidates should have the following profile:
- International Investment Manager experienced with entire investment process from origination
to exit in equity and debt Investments;
- MBA or equivalent with at least 10 years of work experience;
- Dynamic personality, self-starter, entrepreneurial, flexible, able to work with a high level of
autonomy and in a challenging environment;
- Team player with emerging markets experience;
- Strong analytic skills, financial modeling, and structuring skills;
- Strong communication and negotiation skills;
- Long term and genuine interest in Impact Investments and motivated by Bamboo’s vision;
- Experience in renewable energy projects and the energy access sector would be a plus, ideally
in Sub-Saharan Africa or the Caribbean region.
- Fluent in English and French.
We offer an attractive compensation package as well as a dynamic working environment in a highcaliber team of motivated professionals.
Only candidates whose resume matches the above profile will be contacted. Please address your CV
and cover letter to Christian Schattenmann (christian.s@bamboocp.com) and Jorge Farfan
(Jorge@bamboocp.com).

